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Abstract

The Aura satellite Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) instrument is capable
of measuring the HDO/H2O ratio in the lower troposphere using thermal infrared ra-
diances between 1200 and 1350 cm−1. However, direct validation of these measure-
ments is challenging due to a lack of in situ measured vertical profiles of the HDO/H2O5

ratio that are spatially and temporally co-located with the TES observations. From 11
October through 5 November 2008, we undertook a campaign to measure HDO and
H2O at the Mauna Loa observatory in Hawaii for comparison with TES observations.
The Mauna Loa observatory is situated at 3.1 km above sea level or approximately
680 hPa, which is approximately the altitude where the TES HDO/H2O observations10

show the most sensitivity. Another advantage of comparing in situ data from this site to
estimates derived from thermal IR radiances is that the volcanic rock is heated by sun-
light during the day, thus providing significant thermal contrast between the surface and
atmosphere; this thermal contrast increases the sensitivity to near surface estimates
of tropospheric trace gases. The objective of this inter-comparison is to better charac-15

terize a bias in the TES HDO data, which had been previously estimated to be approx-
imately 5% too high for a column integrated value between 850 hPa and 500 hPa. We
estimate that the TES HDO profiles should be corrected downwards by approximately
4.1% and 5.6% for Versions 3 and 4 of the data, respectively. These corrections must
account for the vertical sensitivity of the TES HDO estimates. We estimate that the20

uncertainty of this bias correction is approximately 1%. However, future comparisons
of TES data to other sensors are needed to refine this bias estimate because these
uncertainties are primarily derived from only three sets of measurements.

1 Introduction

Measurements of the isotopic composition of water vapor are useful for understanding25

the distribution of sources, sinks, and processes affecting water because the isotopic
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composition of water vapor is sensitive to phase changes and also to the isotopic ratio,
or “fingerprint”, of the original moisture source (e.g., Craig, 1961; Dansgaard, 1964).
Satellite measurements of the isotopic composition of water vapor have provided in-
sights into the sources of water into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere (e.g.,
Moyer et al., 1996; Kuang et al., 2003; Nassar et al., 2007; Payne et al. 2007; Stein-5

wagner et al., 2010) and more recently for characterizing the distribution of hydrological
processes in the free troposphere (e.g., Zakharov et al., 2004; Herbin et al., 2009; Wor-
den et al., 2006, 2007; Brown et al., 2008; Frankenberg et al., 2009; Galewsky et al.,
2007).

However, very few direct validations of these satellite measurements exist because10

of the difficulty in obtaining vertical profiles of the isotopic composition of water vapor
that are co-located with satellite data. Most validations of these data have therefore
relied on indirect comparisons of the distributions of water vapor isotopes between
satellite and aircraft (e.g., Webster and Heymsfield, 2003) or validation of the H2O
measurements, which in turn can be used to assess the errors on the estimate of the15

HDO/H2O ratio (e.g., Worden et al., 2006; Herbin et al., 2007, 2009). There are several
currently operational sounders measuring the isotopic composition of water vapor such
as the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer (TES), the Atmospheric Chemistry Exper-
iment (ACE), the Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Interferometer (IASI), the SCanning
Imaging Absorption SpectroMeter for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY), and20

the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT), as well as several future satel-
lites such as the IASI 2 and the Tropospheric Ozone Monitoring Instrument (TropOMI,
http://www.knmi.nl/samenw/tropomi/) that plan on measuring the isotopic composition
of water vapor. In addition, the application of these measurements for assessing tro-
pospheric and stratospheric moisture sources (evaporation), sinks (rain), cloud pro-25

cesses, and mixing processes is rapidly growing (e.g., Worden et al., 2007; Brown
et al., 2008; Risi et al., 2008; Frankenberg et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2009; Galewsky
et al., 2007). As a consequence there is a need for more robustly assessing the biases
as well as the theoretical versus random errors in these data (e.g., Boxe et al., 2010),
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especially for the lower tropospheric/boundary layer measurements where random er-
rors in the satellite data can be as large or larger than the variability observed in the
HDO/H2O ratio using in situ measurements (e.g., Frankenberg et al., 2009).

Two new approaches for validation of satellite based tropospheric measurements of
water vapor and its isotopes are now available. One relies on upward looking solar5

occultation measurements that can estimate vertical profiles of HDO and H2O with
approximately 1.5–2 degrees-of-freedom for signal (DOFS) (Schneider et al., 2006;
Frankenberg et al., 2009); we do not use this approach in this study as it requires a tar-
geted set of measurements from the TES satellite that have yet to be implemented.
In this paper we describe the results of an inter-comparison campaign from 8 Octo-10

ber through 5 November 2008 in which high speed in situ measurements of water
vapor and its isotopes were taken at the Mauna Loa observatory and compared to
targeted observations from the Aura TES instrument. This inter-comparison approach
was developed because the vertical sensitivity of the TES HDO/H2O ratio peaks at
approximately 700 hPa, which is close to the altitude of Mauna Loa (3.1 km, 680 hPa).15

Two types of comparisons are made: (1) the observations from directly targeting
the TES instrument at the Mauna Loa observatory are directly compared to the in situ
data. Vertical information of HDO and H2O are inferred from the in situ measurements
by using the diurnal altitude variability of the planetary boundary layer to map in situ
measurements of HDO and H2O to a profile of HDO and H2O. This altitude distribution20

is then compared to the TES HDO/H2O estimates by passing the constructed profile
through the TES “instrument operator”, which is a function of the observation averag-
ing kernel and a priori constraint (e.g., Worden et al., 2007). (2) Satellite observed
distributions, within 1000 km of Mauna Loa, of the TES HDO/H2O relative to H2O are
compared against this same distribution of measurements from Mauna Loa. The dis-25

tribution is obtained from a campaign in which the TES instrument was directed to take
several augmenting observations over the entire north Pacific Ocean (Step-and-Stare
Mode); these observations are in addition to its nominal observations that are taken
over the whole globe every other day (the TES Global Survey mode).
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2 Data

2.1 In situ measurements

The NOAA Mauna Loa Observatory site is difficult for in situ sampling of water va-
por isotopes because it typically sits above the subtropical PBL where the air can be
very dry (e.g., Webster and Heymsfield, 2003). Consequently we used a number of5

measurement approaches for cross-comparison with each other in addition to compar-
isons with TES. These included a cavity ringdown spectrometer (CRDS) from Picarro
(http://www.picarro.com/) (Gupta et al., 2009) and an off-axis integrated cavity out-
put spectrometer (ICOS) from Los Gatos Research (LGR) (http://www.lgrinc.com/) (Lis
et al., 2008). The LGR and Picarro data have been corrected using in situ flask mea-10

surements taken at Mauna Loa during the TES overpasses as discussed in Johnson
et al. (2010). An average of the corrected high speed data are shown in Fig. 1.

2.2 TES data

As discussed in Beer et al. (2001) and Worden et al. (2004), the Tropospheric Emis-
sion Spectrometer is an infrared Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) that measures15

the spectral infrared (IR) radiances between 650 cm−1 and 3050 cm−1 in a limb-viewing
and a nadir (downward-looking) mode. The observed IR radiance is imaged onto an
array of sixteen detectors that have a combined horizontal footprint of 5.3 km by 8.4 km
in the nadir viewing mode. In the nadir view, TES estimates of atmospheric distribu-
tions provide vertical information of the more abundant tropospheric species such as20

H2O, HDO, O3, CO, and CH4 (e.g., Worden et al., 2004). However, sufficient spec-
tral resolution and signal-to-noise ratio are required to distinguish between trace-gas
amounts at different altitudes because vertical information about trace gas concentra-
tions is obtained only from spectral variations along the line-of-sight. Consequently, the
TES spectral resolution was chosen to match the average pressure-broadened widths25

of weak infrared molecular transitions in the lower troposphere for nadir measurements
(0.06 cm−1 apodized) (Beer et al., 2001).
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The vertical resolution and error characteristics for the HDO/H2O estimates from
TES are discussed in Worden et al. (2006). Briefly, under clear-sky conditions in the
tropics, TES estimates of the HDO/H2O ratio are sensitive to the distribution of the
actual ratio from the surface (∼1000 hPa) to about 300 hPa with peak sensitivity at
700 hPa. The sensitivity decreases with latitude through its dependence on tempera-5

ture and water amount. We estimate a precision of approximately 1% to 2% for the
TES estimate of the HDO/H2O ratio. In addition, Worden et al. (2006) estimated that
there was a bias of approximately 5% for column averaged HDO/H2O estimates be-
tween 850 and 500 hPa, where the TES HDO estimates are typically most sensitive by
comparing distributions of the TES data to models and aircraft.10

3 Direct comparison of TES satellite profile data to in situ data

We compare a TES profile measurement of the HDO/H2O ratio to a constructed profile
of the HDO/H2O ratio using the Mauna Loa in situ data. Figure 1 shows strong diurnal
variability in the HDO/H2O ratio and in H2O. During the day, values of the HDO/H2O
ratio are equivalent to PBL values but during the night they are representative of free15

tropospheric conditions. A profile of HDO and H2O is constructed from these in situ
measurements by mapping these daily variations to a pressure grid by comparing the in
situ H2O to the TES H2O. Effectively, the vertical movement of the planetary boundary
layer is used to construct a vertical profile of HDO and H2O. The approach for this
mapping is discussed in the next section. Comparison of the in situ to the remotely20

sensed HDO/H2O profile must also account for the sensitivity of the TES HDO/H2O
measurement to the true distribution of the HDO/H2O ratio and to the a priori constraint
used in the retrieval (e.g., Worden et al., 2006).

Once a profile is constructed, the comparison follows the approach described by
Worden et al. (2007b), for the TES ozone profiles except that we must account for the25

cross correlations in the joint HDO/H2O profile retrieval used operationally by the TES
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algorithm, e.g.:

x̂R =xR
a + (ADD−AHD)(xD−xD

a )− (AHH−ADH)(xH −xH
a ) (1)

Where, ADD and AHH are the averaging kernel matrices for HDO and H2O separately
(available in the individual product files for those species). The AHD and ADH are the
cross averaging kernels between HDO and H2O and the reverse; these matrices are5

available in the Ancillary product files. Note that the averaging kernels are not sym-
metric so one cannot use one cross term for the other. The xD, xH, are the “true”
distribution of HDO and H2O, respectively and are represented as the log of the con-
centration of each species (given in volume mixing ratio), x=log(q), where q is the
volume mixing ratio of H2O or HDO. The xa is the a priori constraint vector for each10

species (available in the product files). We have not included error terms related to
interfering species or noise in Eq. (1); these error terms are discussed in Worden et al.
(2006) and will be quantified in Sect. 3.3. For this analysis, the “true” HDO and H2O
values will be constructed from the in situ data shown in Fig. 1.

After passing the “true” HDO and H2O and constraint vector profiles through the aver-15

aging kernels, the “true” HDO/H2O ratio (or actually log[HDO/H2O]), x̂R , will have been
adjusted to account for the sensitivity of the TES estimate to HDO and H2O and also to
the bias introduced into the retrieval via the constraint vector that is used to regularize
the retrieval; the error from this bias and vertical resolution is also called “smoothing
error” (Rodgers, 2000) As shown in Worden et al. (2007b) for the TES ozone retrievals,20

and in Worden et al. (2006) for the HDO/H2O retrievals, the difference between this
modified “true” ratio and the measurement from TES is due to any un-quantified bi-
ases in the TES data as well as the measurement uncertainty due to noise and other
geophysical parameters that affect the TES HDO/H2O retrieval such as temperature,
emissivity, and clouds.25
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3.1 Comparison of in situ data to TES HDO/H2O profiles

We next describe the approach for comparing the in situ data to the HDO/H2O profiles.
We only used those TES observations that were taken directly over the Mauna Loa
observatory because we found that the variability in the H2O and HDO/H2O estimates
for the 32 observations along the TES transect was larger than the expected error in5

the bias. To corroborate the reasons for this variability, Fig. 2 shows the cloud field over
Mauna Loa, as measured by the Aqua Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiome-
ter (MODIS) instrument (e.g., Barnes et al., 1998), on 20 October 2008, approximately
02:00 p.m. LT. While most of the island is covered in clouds, the air directly above the
Mauna Loa volcano and NOAA observatory are apparently cloud free; this information10

from the MODIS visible light measurement is consistent with the estimated cloud op-
tical depth of 0.08 from the TES estimate directly over Mauna Loa. In addition, Fig. 3
(left panel) shows H2O profiles from a nearby sonde launched from Hilo and also Li-
hue, approximately 500 km NW of Mauna Loa. The sonde data is downloaded from
a U. of Wyoming resource (http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html). The son-15

des are typically launched over the ocean and show humidity profiles that are much
drier than that measured directly over Mauna Loa by TES. However, the bottom level
of the TES H2O profile agrees well with the in situ measurement from the average of
the Picarro and LGR data (square symbol). As can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 4,
the TES H2O estimate is most sensitive to the air directly above Mauna Loa and the20

error on this estimate is approximately 7% indicating that good agreement should be
expected. Because of the variability in clouds and water vapor concentrations around
Mauna Loa we conclude that we can only compare the in situ data from Mauna Loa to
TES observations directly over Mauna Loa.

Only three daytime observations (out of five total direct TES observations) could be25

used for inter-comparison with the in situ data. These observations were taken on 20
October and 22 and 5 November 2008. Two night-time measurements could not be
directly used because the sensitivity was too low due to cold temperatures and clouds.
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We next describe the approach for comparing the in situ data to the 20 October 2008
TES observation.

3.2 Construction of HDO/H2O profile from in situ data

As noted earlier, the altitude variability of the boundary layer height is used to construct
the altitude profile of the HDO/H2O ratios for use in Eq. (1). This HDO/H2O profile is5

constructed using the high speed H2O in situ measurements interpolated to the TES
pressure grid using the TES H2O profile:

PTES(H2Oin situ)=M(H2Oin situ,H2OTES,PTES) (2)

Where PTES(H2Oin situ) is the equivalent pressure on the TES pressure grid for the mea-
sured in situ H2O. The H2Oin situ and H2OTES are the in situ and TES measured H2O10

values, and PTES is the TES forward model pressure grid. The M is a mapping rela-
tionship that is constructed using the following steps:

1) Obtain in situ HDO and H2O data corresponding to satellite overpass. An example
of these data from the Picarro/LGR average for 20 October is shown in Fig. 4.

2) Identify where the TES H2O data at each pressure level (diamonds in left panel15

of Fig. 3 and dotted lines in Fig. 5) matches to the in situ data. Note that in this
instance only the first 5 pressure levels are used because H2O amounts lower
than 0.001 VMR are not measured by the Picarro and LGR instruments.

3) Average all delta-D values from the corrected Picarro/LGR data where the TES
and in situ H2O values agree to within 5%; these delta-D values for the first20

five pressure levels correspond approximately to the dotted lines in the bottom
of Fig. 5. After this step we have matching delta-D/pressure pairs that can be
used to construct a delta-D profile. The 5% threshold was chosen ad hoc to
balance the number of corresponding in situ H2O measurements that could be
compared to the TES H2O versus increasing the representation error by increas-25

ing the threshold. This mapping also makes the assumption that the observed
25363
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air parcels measured over the day by the in situ device is representative of the
observed air parcel measured at a single time by TES. We estimate the error
from these assumptions as the variability of the in situ HDO/H2O measurement
for the range of in situ H2O measurements that are within 5% of the TES H2O
values at each pressure level; typically these errors range from 3 to 15 per mil5

and are included in the total error budget as a random error (Sect. 3.3). As seen
in Fig. 4, the first 5 pressure levels span almost all the pressure levels where
the H2O and HDO estimates are most sensitive, as indicated by their averaging
kernel matrices.

4) Construct the delta-D profile using the matching H2O values from Step 3; the10

lower troposphere values correspond to the TES pressure levels indicated by dia-
monds in Fig. 3. For the range of pressures (or altitudes) for which we do not have
corresponding in situ and TES measurements of H2O we interpolate between the
in situ measurements (noted as diamonds in Fig. 4) to the a priori constraint vector
at 200 hPa.15

5) Calculate the “true” HDO profile using the TES H2O profile from the left panel in
Fig. 2 and the “true” delta-D profile shown as the green line in the right panel of
Fig. 2. Note that we are effectively interpolating HDO and H2O in the middle/upper
troposphere where there are no corresponding in situ measurements; this approx-
imation incurs an error that is equivalent to the “smoothing” error related to use20

of the a priori constraint and vertical resolution of the estimate for this part of the
atmosphere. We conservatively add in the smoothing error of the whole profile,
not just the part due to this part of the atmosphere, to the total error budget in
order to account for this interpolation.

6) The last step involves transforming the HDO and H2O profiles with the combined25

HDO/H2O averaging kernel matrix using Eq. (1). The modified estimate for HDO
and H2O can now be compared to the TES estimate as it accounts for the TES
sensitivity and a priori bias; this is shown as the red line in the right panel of Fig. 3.
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3.3 Error characterization

As shown in Worden et al. (2006), the total error due to noise and geophysical param-
eters affecting the observed radiances (e.g. temperature, emissivity, and clouds) are
described by the following equation:

Sobs =Smeas+
∑
i

Sint
i (3)5

where Smeas is the measurement error due to noise and the summation,
∑

iS
int
i , is the

sum of all interfering parameters such as temperature and clouds affecting the retrieval.
These covariance matrices are also present in the product files. As shown in Worden
et al. (2006) The sum of these errors for the HDO/H2O ratio is:

SR =SDD+SHH−2SDH (4)10

where SDD is the covariance for HDO (measurement, total, or observation), SHH is
the covariance for water, and is the cross term; these covariances are given for mea-
surement, total, and observation errors in the individual product files. As noted in
Worden et al. (2006), the cross term is subtracted off from the sum of the HDO and
H2O covariances because the HDO and H2O profiles are jointly estimated from the15

same measurement. Unlike the averaging kernel matrix, the covariance matrices are
all symmetric.

In addition to the errors in the estimate from the TES measurement there are also
errors in how the “true” HDO concentrations are constructed as discussed in Step 3 in
Sect. 3.2. These errors are calculated using the approach in Step 3 and are assumed20

to be randomly distributed. On the assumption that this error affects only the calculation
of the “true” HDO profile its impact on the total error budget (Worden et al., 2004, 2006)
is:

Sprofile
in situ =ADDSin situAT

DD (5)
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where the diagonals of Sin situ is populated by the errors calculated in Step 3 and Sprofile
in situ

is added into the total error budget as shown in Eq. (3). Note that this error, after
smoothing by the HDO component of the averaging kernel as shown in Eq. (5) typically
adds approximately 10–15 per mil to the total error budget.

The comparison of the TES HDO/H2O estimate to the constructed profile, modified5

by the constraint vector and averaging kernel as shown in Eq. (1), should ideally agree
to within these random errors and the bias estimate.

3.4 Bias correction

Worden et al. (2006) found that the TES HDO/H2O ratios were likely biased by approx-
imately 5–6% by comparing distributions of the HDO/H2O ratio with model and aircraft10

data. Our primary objective of the Mauna Loa validation experiment is to character-
ize the bias in the HDO/H2O ratio. We assume that the bias in the TES HDO data
is due to uncertainties in the spectroscopic line strengths (e.g., Toth, 1999; Webster
and Heymsfeld, 2003). The correction for this bias must therefore account for the sen-
sitivity of the retrieval since a bias in the line strengths would be similar to an offset15

in the retrieved HDO concentration. For example, if the TES HDO estimate showed
zero sensitivity then the estimate would return to the a priori constraint regardless of
the spectroscopic uncertainties. For this reason we use the following form for the bias
correction as discussed in Worden et al. (2007a):

ln(qHDO
corrected)= ln(qHDO

original)−ADD(δbias) (6)20

where is the volume mixing ratio of the HDO profile as provided in the product files,
ADD is the averaging kernel matrix (also provided in the product files), and is a column
vector of the same length as that contains the bias correction. Note that this correction
is only applied to HDO and not to H2O. This bias term is calculated by comparison of
the TES HDO/H2O estimates to constructed profiles of the HDO/H2O ratio using the25

in situ data from the Picarro and LGR instruments. It is also quite likely that there is
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a bias error in the H2O spectral absorption coefficients; however it would be difficult to
separately resolve these two errors and therefore for simplicity we aggregate this error
into the HDO line strengths.

3.5 Summary of direct comparison between TES and in situ data

Bias corrections are found by simply correcting the TES HDO profiles with a bias value5

until the corrected TES estimate and the “true” HDO/H2O profile, modified by the aver-
aging kernel and a priori constraint, agree “by eye” within the estimated uncertainties;
a more formal line-fit is unnecessary as it would not improve on our description of the
errors. The average of the bias corrections for the three TES profiles used in the direct
comparisons is 0.056; with the three bias estimates being 6%, 5.7%, and 5%; the dif-10

ferences between these three bias corrections is well within the expected random error
related to the TES data and the error in the constructed true profile of approximately
2%. We next discuss an indirect comparison between the TES data and the in situ data
that corroborates these findings.

4 Indirect comparison of TES data to in situ data15

Another method for comparing the TES data to the in situ data is to compare there
respective delta-D versus H2O distributions for a large number of observations. This
makes use of the expectation that the free tropospheric water vapor observed by TES
around Hawaii should, on average, have a similar moist process history as the water
vapor observed in situ at Mauna Loa. Figure 6 shows distributions of delta-D versus20

H2O using the in situ measurements from Picarro and LGR and all TES data taken
during October 2008 that was within 1000 km of Hawaii. Only data where the degrees-
of-freedom for signal for HDO is larger than 0.5 is used. Then, the TES HDO profiles
are corrected for biases of 0.02, 0.05, 0.056, 0.06, and 0.07. After this bias correction
the HDO/H2O profiles are constructed and a column average is calculated for each25
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profile using the pressure range between 825 hPa and 464 hPa. These column aver-
ages, using the different bias corrections, are then compared to the delta-D versus H2O
distributions from the Picarro/LGR in situ. What we can conclude from this comparison
is that the TES HDO data should be corrected by at least 0.056% in order for ∼99%
of the TES HDO/H2O distribution to be within the in situ distribution. Unfortunately, we5

cannot exactly compare these distributions since the TES data, as seen in the averag-
ing kernels (Fig. 4) are representative of both PBL and free tropospheric air whereas
the in situ data will have a different distribution that depends on the time-of-day and
variability of the PBL height. Consequently, it is possible based on the comparison
shown in Fig. 6, that the bias correction could be larger than 0.056. However, a larger10

correction would be inconsistent with the vertical profile comparisons shown in the last
section and the Appendix.

5 Comparison between Version 4 and Version 3

In this section we compare delta-D values between Version 4 and Version 3 of the TES
isotope data. A significant difference between these versions is that the temperature15

retrieval strategy was changed in order to obtain improved atmospheric temperatures.
Because the spectral absorption lines for both HDO and H2O are temperature sensi-
tive, this change will impact the HDO and H2O estimates. Although these changes are
likely due to temperature we can partially correct for them using the same approach as
described in Eq. (1). After correcting for a 1.5 percent bias between the versions, the20

mean difference between versions is reduced from 8.8 ppm to −2.2 ppm, as shown in
Fig. 7. Note that there is a residual latitudinal difference at higher latitudes because
this correction cannot completely account for the differences in the two versions due to
the differences in the temperature retrieval.
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6 Summary

HDO/H2O estimates from TES radiance measurements taken directly over the Mauna
Loa observatory were compared to in situ data at the Mauna Loa observatory. By
using the vertical movement of the PBL during the day we could interpolate in situ
measurements of H2O and HDO to the TES pressure grid in the lower troposphere.5

This constructed altitude profile could then be compared to the TES estimates of HDO
after accounting for the TES sensitivity and a priori constraint. The estimated bias
error for the three constructed profiles available for this comparison were 5.5%, 6%,
and 5.7% with an average value between these three comparisons of 5.56%. We
estimated that the uncertainties at any given level for the constructed in situ and TES10

profiles ranged from 0.5% to 2%. Consequently, it is very likely that the error in this
bias estimate is less than 2% and given the spread in the bias estimates, the error in
the bias estimate is likely less than 1%.

We also indirectly compared the TES HDO/H2O estimates by calculating averages of
the HDO/H2O ratio between 825 and 464 hPa from TES measurements within 1000 km15

of Mauna Loa during this validation campaign and comparing them to the distribution
of H2O versus the HDO/H2O ratio. While the two distributions could not exactly be
compared we found that the TES HDO concentrations should be reduced by at least
5.56% in order for the two distributions to be consistent. However, this comparison
approach is not completely robust because greater reductions in the TES HDO could20

also be made and the two distributions would still be consistent.
Finally, we compared Version 3 to Version 4 data and found that the version 3 data

should be bias corrected by 4%. As with Version 4 data, this bias correction should not
be directly applied to the HDO/H2O ratio but instead be applied to the HDO profile and
account for the TES HDO sensitivity and a priori constraint.25
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Appendix A

In this section we show comparisons between the 22 October and 5 November TES
HDO/H2O measurements and the corresponding in situ data. As seen in Figs. A1
and A5 both measurements show significant cloud coverage and these visible light
measurements are corroborated by the estimated cloud effective optical depth of 0.9210

and 1.3, respectively and the estimated cloud top heights from TES as seen in Figs. A3
and A7. However the cloud optical depths are small enough such that the TES esti-
mates are sensitive to the HDO/H2O ratio below the cloud as seen in the averaging ker-
nels for these observations (Figs. A4 and A8). Using the method described in Sect. 3
for constructing a “true” in situ HDO/H2O profile, we find good agreement between the15

TES data and the in situ data if a bias correction of 0.056 is applied to the TES data
using Eq. (6).
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Figures 
 

 
 
Figure 1:  Corrected time-series from an average of the Picarro / LGR data sets as 
described in  Johnson et al. (submitted) 
 
 

Fig. 1. Corrected time-series from an average of the Picarro/LGR data sets as described in
Johnson et al. (2010).
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Figure 2: MODIS clouds for October 19 2008 23:45 UTC centered over the Big Island of 
Hawaii 
 
 

Fig. 2. MODIS clouds for 19 October 2008 23:45 UTC centered over the Big Island of Hawaii.
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Figure 3: (Left Panel) TES and sonde H2O. The colored solid lines show H2O 
measurements from sondes launched in Hilo and Lihue and modified by the TES H2O 
averaging kernel and a priori constraint (dotted line). Right Panel: The TES delta-D 
profile (corrected for bias), the a priori constraint (dotted line), the constructed “true” 
delta-D profile (solid green line), and the “true” profile modified by the TES averaging 
kernel and a priori constraint (solid red line).  The error bars are due to measurement and 
interfering geophysical parameters as well as errors in the constructed “true” profile.  The 
cloud top height is the solid line. Diamonds in both plots refer to the pressure levels used 
to construct the “true” delta-D profile. The squares in both plots is the corresponding in 
situ measurement at the time of the TES overpass. 
 

Fig. 3. Left panel: TES and sonde H2O. The colored solid lines show H2O measurements from
sondes launched in Hilo and Lihue and modified by the TES H2O averaging kernel and a priori
constraint (dotted line). Right panel: The TES Delta-D profile (corrected for bias), the a priori
constraint (dotted line), the constructed “true” Delta-D profile (solid green line), and the “true”
profile modified by the TES averaging kernel and a priori constraint (solid red line). The error
bars are due to measurement and interfering geophysical parameters as well as errors in the
constructed “true” profile. The cloud top height is the solid line. Diamonds in both plots refer to
the pressure levels used to construct the “true” Delta-D profile. The squares in both plots is the
corresponding in situ measurement at the time of the TES overpass.
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Figure 4: The averaging kernels (rows of the averaging kernel matrix) for the H2O and 
HDO components of the retrieval. The cloud top height is shown as a solid line (with 
cloud optical depth of 1.3) in the right panel. The colors in the averaging kernel plot 
indicate pressure level for each averaging kernel row with black and blue being the 
highest two pressures and red being the lowest pressure. 
 
 

Fig. 4. The averaging kernels (rows of the averaging kernel matrix) for the H2O and HDO
components of the retrieval. The cloud top height is shown as a solid line (with cloud optical
depth of 1.3) in the right panel. The colors in the averaging kernel plot indicate pressure level
for each averaging kernel row with black and blue being the highest two pressures and red
being the lowest pressure.
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Figure 5:  H2O (top) and Delta-D (bottom) values derived from averaging the LGR and 
Picarro measurements.  The dotted lines correspond to water values at the first five 
pressure levels of the TES H2O profile shown in Figure 3. 
 

Fig. 5. H2O (top) and Delta-D (bottom) values derived from averaging the LGR and Picarro
measurements. The dotted lines correspond to water values at the first five pressure levels of
the TES H2O profile shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 6:  (Black Diamonds) Distribution of delta-d versus H2O from the average of the 
Picarro and LGR data from October 11 through November 5 2008. (Red) Night-time 
values for these same data. (Blue) TES column averages for all data within 1000 km of 
Hawaii; the TES data have been corrected using a bias correction factor of 0.056, 
modified by the averaging kernel. 
 

Fig. 6. (Black Diamonds) Distribution of Delta-D versus H2O from the average of the Picarro
and LGR data from 11 October through 5 November 2008. (Red) Night-time values for these
same data. (Blue) TES column averages for all data within 1000 km of Hawaii; the TES data
have been corrected using a bias correction factor of 0.056, modified by the averaging kernel.
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Figure 7.  Comparison between V4 and V3 of the TES HDO/H2O ratios, averaged 
between 825 and 500 hPa. The bottom panel includes a 1.5% correction to V4, modified 
by the HDO averaging kernel. 

Fig. 7. Comparison between V4 and V3 of the TES HDO/H2O ratios, averaged between 825
and 500 hPa. The bottom panel includes a 1.5% correction to V4, modified by the HDO aver-
aging kernel.
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Figures Appendix 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure A1. Aqua MODIS image of the big island of Hawaii for October 22 
approximately 0 UTC. 

 

Fig. A1. Aqua MODIS image of the big island of Hawaii for 22 October approximately
00:00 UTC.
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Figure A2. Solid lines are the averaged values of the Picarro and LGR in situ 
measurements for H2O (top) and delta-D (bottom). The dashed lines indicate the water 
and delta-d values used to construct the true HDO/H2O profile. 
 

Fig. A2. Solid lines are the averaged values of the Picarro and LGR in situ measurements for
H2O (top) and Delta-D (bottom). The dashed lines indicate the water and Delta-D values used
to construct the true HDO/H2O profile.
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Figure A3. (Left Panel) TES and sonde H2O. The colored solid lines show H2O 
measurements from sondes launched in Hilo and Lihue and modified by the TES H2O 
averaging kernel and a priori constraint (dotted line). Right Panel: The TES delta-D 
profile (corrected for bias), the a priori constraint (dotted line), the constructed “true” 
delta-D profile (solid green line), and the “true” profile modified by the TES averaging 
kernel and a priori constraint (solid red line).  The error bars are due to measurement and 
interfering geophysical parameters as well as errors in the constructed “true” profile.  The 
cloud top height is the solid line. Diamonds in both plots refer to the pressure levels used 
to construct the “true” delta-D profile. The squares in both plots is the corresponding in 
situ measurement at the time of the TES overpass. 
 

Fig. A3. Left panel: TES and sonde H2O. The colored solid lines show H2O measurements
from sondes launched in Hilo and Lihue and modified by the TES H2O averaging kernel and
a priori constraint (dotted line). Right panel: the TES Delta-D profile (corrected for bias), the
a priori constraint (dotted line), the constructed “true” Delta-D profile (solid green line), and the
“true” profile modified by the TES averaging kernel and a priori constraint (solid red line). The
error bars are due to measurement and interfering geophysical parameters as well as errors
in the constructed “true” profile. The cloud top height is the solid line. Diamonds in both plots
refer to the pressure levels used to construct the “true” Delta-D profile. The squares in both
plots is the corresponding in situ measurement at the time of the TES overpass.
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Figure A4: (Left Panel) Averaging kernels for TES H2O profile. (Right Panel) Averaging 
kernels for TES HDO profile. The cloud top height is shown as a solid in the right panel. 
 

Fig. A4. Left panel: averaging kernels for TES H2O profile. Right panel: averaging kernels for
TES HDO profile. The cloud top height is shown as a solid in the right panel.
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Figure A5. Aqua MODIS image of the Hawaii islands for Nov 05 2008 ~0 UTC. The big 
island is just south of 20 N. 
 

Fig. A5. Aqua MODIS image of the Hawaii islands for 5 November 2008 ∼00:00 UTC. The big
island is just south of 20◦ N.
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Figure A6: Same as Figure A2 but for November 5 2008 
 
 

Fig. A6. Same as Fig. A2 but for 5 November 2008.
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Figure A7: Same as Figure A3 but for November 5 2008. 
 

Fig. A7. Same as Fig. A3 but for 5 November 2008.
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Figure A8: Same as in Figure A4 but for November 5 2008. 
 
 
 

Fig. A8. Same as in Fig. A4 but for 5 November.
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